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I. INTRODUCTION

Among living organisms plants show an iterative and modular development [1] that may span several decades and that results in a strongly organized growing structure. Pioneer works of Hallé & Oldeman [2], aims at describing plant form, structure and ontogeny according to a dynamic, multilevel and comprehensive approach [3]. The resulting “architectural analysis” aims at identifying the expression of endogenous processes and their modulation due to external influences that generates plant structure during its development.

One of the main results of this approach consists in the identification of generic morphological trends in trees ontogeny named morphogenetical gradients [3, 4]: the first one is the base effect (i.e. the increasing size of successive shoots produced by a juvenile stem apical meristem); the second one is the drift (i.e. the decreasing size of successive shoots produced by an ageing meristem); and at last the lateral production vigour gradient along a shoot.

One of the hot topics in plant architecture studies is to identify which among the endogenous processes are the causes of the observed morphological trends and to establish the functional link between them [5–8]. Base effect and drift may be assessed at different scale level. At stand scale, the biomass increase variation may be related to base effect on young stands, and drift to explain the reduction of biomass increase on mature stands [9]. At tree scale, the base effect may be linked with the increasing assimilation capacity according to tree size (e.g. total leaf area and root surface). Drift may be linked with a functional balance strategy that leads to a growth reduction, due to hydraulic constraints or structure self-maintaining costs for instance [9]. Finally, at shoot scale, meristems are the places where growth takes place and that set up plant structure development [3].

Shoot Apical Meristems (SAM) express primary growth (organogenesis and extension) and show base effect and drift gradients on the successive Growth Units (“Gu”: stem portion that is produced by an apical meristem during an uninterrupted extension period) that they set up along axes. Axillary meristems are expressed along Gu and are the origin of new lateral axes (branching process). Successive axillary meristems along bearer Gu may show vigour gradient [3] most of the time axillary meristems borne at the top of bearer Gu are the more vigorous. Finally, cambium which is a secondary meristem, produces secondary tissues (e.g.
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wood) mainly aimed at mechanical, storage and hydraulic purposes.

Meristems activity mainly relies on resources intake (e.g. non structural carbohydrate) provided by leaf photosynthesis and transferred through hydraulic network mapped on tree structure [10].

The aim of this study is to build a minimal mathematical model that mimics growth and development of the tree aerial part based on carbon allocation (i.e. root system and underground stems contributions will not be considered). This model, called DRAFt (Demand, Resource, Architecture and Functioning at discrete time), will include some well-known core mechanistic processes which reflect endogenous processes [11]. Simulation of DRAFt should produce numerical plant architectures (growing set of Gus topologically organized and characterized by their size and mass) where base effect and drift are easy to measure, thus allowing to test if morphogenetical gradients may emerge from a small set of modeled endogenous processes.

Using modelling to simulate these emerging gradients may allow to assess the tree architecture diversity considering the trade-off between structure and function. A minimalist approach was chosen in order to allow a mathematical formalism which provides some numerical tools to study the model sensitivity and the system behavior. A minimal mathematical modelling approach has been considered to allow both theoretical and numerical studies. In this work we present a rough numerical study of the system behavior. The theoretical study will be developed in a forthcoming work.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Modelling formalism

DRAFt is defined as a recurrence relation with an increment reflecting a regular constant time-step corresponding to the time between two successive shoots. Let $V_t$ be the set of state variables that describes the tree at iteration $t$. This explicitly takes into account the role of the structure itself on its future state. The evolution of $V_t$ is described by the following iteration equation:

$$V_{t+1} = f(V_t) \quad (1)$$

The choice of discrete time formalism is a relevant scale for trees with a rhythmic growth that generates shoots and rings periodically (e.g. main tree species in temperate zones). We assume that a growth simulation at step $t+1$ only depends on the state variable values at iteration $t$. This choice was made for purposes of simplification. Behaviors that depends on delayed processes (epicormic meristems break, reserve use...) would require a more complex model like:

$$V_{t+1} = f(V_t, V_{t-1}, ...)$$

Furthermore a continuous time modelling (i.e. set of partial differential equations) may bring a greater biological accuracy inducing at the same time a possible difficulty in finding a solution.

$$V = f(t)$$

$f$ in equation (1) is a system of equations that will be described throughout the next paragraphs with a set of input parameters that are listed in Table 1.

Vector $V_t$ consists of a set of variables that describes the tree and each Gu within it. Names and descriptions of these variables are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Meaning (unit)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q_b$</td>
<td>Seed carbon content (g) or volume (cm$^3$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_f$</td>
<td>Form coefficient of Gu (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_b$</td>
<td>Seed carbon content (g) or volume (cm$^3$) threshold for lateral SAM emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>Carbon assimilation per Gu size unit (g.cm$^{-1}$ or g.cm$^{-2}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_c$</td>
<td>Relative demand of secondary growth compartment (g.cm$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_A$</td>
<td>Apical dominance factor (-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Current iteration step (year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>Gu index within the plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_c$</td>
<td>Individual carbon offer at iteration $t$ (g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_b$</td>
<td>Carbon reserve for primary growth compartment at iteration $t$ (g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{b,i}$</td>
<td>SAM carbon reserve for primary growth at iteration $t$ for component with index $i$ (g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_c$</td>
<td>Carbon reserve for secondary growth compartment at iteration $t$ (g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{c,i}$</td>
<td>Gu carbon reserve for ring development at iteration $t$ for component with index $i$ (g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_A$</td>
<td>Set of indices for Gus grown at step $t$ (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$order$</td>
<td>Branching order of the axis which Gu belongs to (trunk order is 0) (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{ngGu}$</td>
<td>Length of Gu with index $i$ (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{Gu}$</td>
<td>Cross-sectional area of Gu with index $i$ (cm$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{BSAM}$</td>
<td>Number of SAMs at step $t$ (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_b$</td>
<td>Carbon demand for primary growth compartment at step $t$ (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_c$</td>
<td>Carbon demand for secondary growth compartment at step $t$ (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_b$</td>
<td>Carbon demand for Gu, primary growth (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$db_0$</td>
<td>base demand for primary growth of SAM which creates Gu, (trunk SAM base demand is 1) (-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. DRAFT components and their sequence

DRAFT simulation begins with an initial state (i.e. the seed), that consists in an initial SAM and an initial pool of carbon \( Q_0 \). It then loops for a given number of iteration \( T \). Model proposed in equation (1) at iteration \( t \) is divided in 6 successive substeps, each of them reflecting a particular endogenous process and written as an equation:

1. Gu growth based on carbon allocation performed in previous iteration
2. Branching: new SAMs added on Gu
3. Carbon assimilation by Gu
4. Carbon allocation to primary and secondary growth (compartment scale)
5. Rings growth at Gu scale based on carbon allocation to secondary growth
6. Carbon allocation to each SAM based on carbon allocation to primary growth

Our discrete iterative formalism imposes to order the 6 endogenous processes in a particular sequence according to biological constraints (e.g. ring allocation must be computed before SAM allocation since SAM demands may depend on rings cross-sectional area). It is worth to notice that this choice would not have to be done if a continuous modelling were applied. For instance it does not integrate any secondary growth during bud break [12]. Moreover, each SAM builds one Gu per iteration with carbon intake based on the previous iteration assimilation, which describes species with monocyclic preformed shoots [3]. Each Gu builds one new layer (i.e. tree ring, secondary growth) per iteration with carbon intake based on current iteration assimilation [12].

It is a carbon based model which does not take into account any effect of nitrogen or water on growth, and does not include any functional reserve compartment.

It is important to notice that every new SAM grows (i.e. no dormancy) with one iteration delay (i.e. one-year delayed branching) and there is no allocation to the reproduction compartment.

The following sections will describe each of the six substeps with the corresponding hypotheses we have made and the associated modelling choices.

C. Substep 1: Gu growth

This substep deals with giving dimensions to newly created Gus. Gu volume and dimensions (i.e. length and diameter) are directly inferred from the carbon allocation to SAMs which takes place at step 6 of the previous iteration (or from the seed at first iteration). Assuming that biomass carbon volumetric concentration remains constant across all plant components, we write that a carbon unit allocation \( q \) is equivalent to a biomass unit volume \( v \).

\[ v = q \quad (2) \]

Let \( q_i \) be the total carbon allocated to Gu\(_i\) until iteration \( t \). It consists in a primary growth carbon allocated to the corresponding building SAM at step 6 of the previous iteration \( (q_{b_i}) \) and the sum of secondary growths carbon allocated to Gu\(_i\) throughout time \( (q_{c_{i,j}}) \):

\[ q_{i,t} = q_{b_i} + \sum_{j=1}^{t} q_{c_{i,j}} \quad (3) \]

For a simplification purpose, we assume that Gus are cylinders with a length-diameter ratio (\( cf \) parameter) that remains constant according to an allometric relationship to Gu volume.

\[ \text{LngGu}_i = \sqrt[3]{\frac{4 * cf^2}{\pi}} * q_{b_i} \quad (4) \]

(n.b. Gu length is fixed at Gu birth time and remains constant)

\[ SGu_{i,t} = \frac{q_{i,t}}{\text{LngGu}_i} \quad (5) \]

These assumptions exclude any shoot specialization within the simulated tree and throughout the tree ontogeny [13].

D. Substep 2: Branching, new SAMs added on Gu

This substep deals with the birth of new lateral SAMs borne by newly created Gus. We assume that the number of lateral branches is proportional to Gu volume (\( Vb \) parameter) which is commonly observed on trees [14].

\[ NbSAM_{t+1} = NbSAM_t + \sum_{i \in GU_{t+1}} \text{trunc} \left( \frac{q_{b_i}}{Vb} \right) \quad (6) \]

This assumption excludes any shoot specialization within the tree and throughout the tree ontogeny [e.g between short and long shoots, 13]. Moreover, all SAMs remain alive during tree growth simulation, which means no apical mortality (i.e. monopodial growth) and no self-pruning.

E. Substep 3: Carbon assimilation by Gu

This substep deals with carbon assimilation due to photosynthesis. We assume that only Gus created at iteration \( t \) can assimilate carbon. We also assume that the tree carbon assimilation is proportional (parameter \( a \)) to the sum of current Gu size: Aiba and Nakashizura [15] show the strong relationship \( (R^2 = 0.84) \) between tree leaf area and the net production of the plant and we can assume that the tree leaf area is closely related to the cumulated length of current year shoots [e.g. 16].

\[ Q_t = a * \sum_{i \in GU_t} \text{LngGu}_i \quad (7) \]
These assumptions exclude evergreen species and avoid any self-shading or conduction limits considerations [17].

F. Substep 4: Carbon allocation at compartment scale

This substep deals with carbon partitioning between two main compartments (primary and secondary growth). We assume that assimilated carbon is allocated according to common pool hypothesis and sink/source balance [18]. At this step the carbon is split between a global primary growth compartment and a global secondary growth compartment. Allocation to individual Gus for secondary growth and to individual SAMs for primary growth will be processed respectively at step 5 and 6.

Two possibilities were tested to compute global primary growth demand ($D_b$). The first one is related to the number of SAMs:

$D_b = NbSAM_t$, \hspace{0.5cm} (8a)

The second one includes the apical dominance (parameter $DA$) and branching order. The demand of a Gu is computed as an exponential function of its branching order.

$D_b = \sum_{i \in GU_{t+1}} DA^{order_i}$, \hspace{0.5cm} (8b)

This modelling intends to include the branch hierarchy [3] into the carbon balance between primary and secondary growth.

Similarly, two possibilities were tested to compute the global secondary growth demand ($D_c$). In both cases, the parameter $dc$ rates $D_c$ with respects to $D_b$. The first one is related to the sum of all Gu lengths.

$D_c = dc \times \sum_{i \in Plant} LngGu_{i}$, \hspace{0.5cm} (9a)

The second one corresponds to the sum of all path lengths from tree apical ends to the tree base. Let Path, be the list of indices from the tree base to Gu.

$D_c = dc \times \sum_{i \in GU_{t}} (DA^{order_i} \times \sum_{j \in Path_i} LngGu_{j})$, \hspace{0.5cm} (9b)

This modelling is equivalent to the pipe model [19].

Carbon is split between primary growth compartment ($Q_b$) and secondary growth compartment ($Q_c$) according to a demand ratio.

$Q_b = \frac{Q_t \times D_b}{D_b + D_c}$, \hspace{0.5cm} (10a)

$Q_c = \frac{Q_t \times D_c}{D_b + D_c}$, \hspace{0.5cm} (10b)

These assumptions exclude any preferential allocation, neither due to proximity [18] nor due to growth strategy [20]. No references were found about the biomass partitioning between primary and secondary growth at whole-tree scale. This leads us to propose these simple modelling choices: models proposed in 8a and 9a are linked to the number of components within the tree; while models proposed in 8b and 9b try to include some biological knowledge coming from each process that has been studied independently.

G. Substep 5: Ring development

This substep deals with secondary carbon partitioning along axes. We assume that Gu secondary growth allocation ($q_{c,i}$) is achieved according to the pipe model [19] applied on $Q_c$, so that everywhere in the tree current ring surface is equal to sum of surface of current borne rings. Equation (3) gives the new Gu volume sequence.

H. Substep 6: SAM allocation

This substep deals with primary carbon partitioning among all SAMs. We assume that the SAM carbon allocation is computed according to SAMs demand ratio. Let $db$ and $qb$, be respectively, the demand and the carbon allocated to a SAM at iteration $t$ to create Gu at iteration $t+1$.

$for \ i \in GU_{t+1} : qb_i = \frac{db_i}{\sum_{j \in GU_{t+1}} db_j} \times Qb_t$, \hspace{0.5cm} (11)

Two ways were tested to compute the individual primary growth demand ($db$). The first one includes axis branching order (order) and apical dominance (parameter $DA$).
\[ db_i = DA^{order_i} \] (12a)

This assumption makes equal every Gu that was born at the same iteration and belonging to the same branching order. This means that, at a given iteration, SAM’s demand is independent from architectural position except branching order (e.g. vertical position within the crown or position along axes). Moreover it is a simple modelling useful for further mathematical study.

The second one tries to improve this potential weakness for describing vigor gradient of lateral axes within the crown [21]. We introduce the concept of SAM “base demand” (\( db_0 \)) which is linked to all Gus that were created by a single SAM along an axis. This value is computed at SAM’s birth time and corresponds to its initial demand. It is arbitrarily set to 1 for all Gus of the trunk and, for other axes, is computed according to bearer Gu base demand (Fig. 1), apical dominance (parameter \( DA \)) and bearer Gu’s ring cross-sectional area to take conduction features into account [18].

Figure 2. Simulation of successive Gu lengths along the trunk and three branches order 2 (uppercase letters) and order 3 (lowercase letters). **Simpler model**: simulation based on modelling options 8a, 9a and 12a, parameter values: \( Q_0=0.8; \ a=2; \ Vb=20; \ cf=20; \ dc=0.01; \ DA=0.4; \) tree age=45; **Improved model**: simulation based on modelling options 8b, 9b and 12b, parameter values: \( Q_0=0.8; \ a=6; \ Vb=25; \ cf=20; \ dc=0.004; \ DA=0.3; \) tree age=25.

The corresponding simulated tree mock-ups are provided on the right.
Let \( j \) be the index of the Gu that bears the SAM which will create \( \text{Gu}_i \).

For new SAMs at iteration \( t \):

\[
db_i = db^{0}_i = DA \ast db^{0}_j \ast \frac{qc_{j,t}}{\text{LngGu}_j} \quad (12b.1)
\]

For other SAMs at iteration \( t \):

\[
db_i = db^{0}_j \ast \frac{qc_{j,t}}{\text{LngGu}_j} \quad (12b.2)
\]

These models lack in generating lateral axes vigor gradient along a Gu: all axes borne by the same Gu behave exactly in the same way.

I. Implementation

An implementation of DRAFt was achieved using Xplo software from the AMAPstudio free-to-use package (http://amapstudio.cirad.fr). It is written in Java and generates the corresponding ArchiTree topology (an improved implementation of MTG data structure, [22]) throughout time with each Gu having its own computed length and diameter. A very rough branching angle rule enables building a simple 3D shape. Xplo allows to draw it and also to make virtual selective measurements on simulated trees. Both outputs will be used into the Results section. The use of this software environment made it easy to test the model sensitivity to each parameter and to explore the output solutions set that DRAFt can provide. The sets of parameters that are used in the Results section try to emphasize the goal of DRAFt model as announced in the Introduction section.

III. Results

A. Morphogenetical gradients emergence

Keeping in mind that we want DRAFt to show some morphogenetical gradients (base effect and drift), two modelling choices were simulated: a model driven by a simplified compartment carbon allocation (8a and 9a) and SAM demand (12a); and a second one with improved modelling options (8b, 9b and 12b). They will be called the Simpler Model and the Improved Model respectively.

Considering Gu lengths (Fig. 2, right), simulations of the Simpler Model clearly shows a drift and a base effect at tree scale. Combined with branching order hierarchy, a maximal branching order emerges. Nevertheless, we observe: (i) a homothetic pattern between each branching order: laterals axes did not show any drift during trunk base effect; (ii) a self-similarity within each branching order: at a given iteration, all Gus belonging to the same branching order share the same quantitative properties.

Compared to the tree crown shape generated by the Simpler Model (Fig. 2 upper right), the Improved Model generates a more realistic tree crown shape (Fig. 2 lower right) and good quantitative properties (i.e. branching order hierarchy combined to vigor gradients along bearer).

![Parameter sensitivity](image)

Figure 3. Effect of parameters variations (+/- 20%) on various simulated trees properties. The relative variations of tree height, biomass, number of axes and base diameter are shown for a relative variation of 20% of the corresponding parameter. A single parameter value is changed for each simulation while the modelling choices and other reference parameter values remain the same as in Figure 2. bottom (i.e. Improved Model: \( Q_0=0.8, a=6, Vb=25, cf=20, dc=0.004, DA=0.3 \); tree age=25). The corresponding simulated trees mock-ups are provided on the edges, near to the corresponding parameter change.
B. Sensitivity analysis

We choose to present some relevant output variables responses (tree height, total biomass, number of axes and base diameter) with respect to input parameters variations (Fig. 3). The choice of the output variables was performed to quantify complementary aspects of the tree structure. In order to make it easier to interpret variations, we decided to change only one parameter at a time for each simulation for a +/- 20% shift around a reference parameters set of values (the same used to provide Fig. 2). We used the Improved Model to perform this local sensitivity analysis.

At first sight, the results clearly highlight asymmetric responses of output variables to a symmetric shift of input parameters value. We also notice that all presented variables show the same variation direction for a given row into Fig. 3.

Within the chosen parameter variation range around mean values, we observed that \( Q_0, dc \) and \( cf \) seem to have a smaller quantitative influence on variables than \( DA, Vb \) and \( a \) (Fig. 3). The Improved Model is not very sensitive to \( Q_0 \) variations which were expected from the modelling assumptions.

Compared with other output variables, tree height seems to remain quite stable. It can be an emergent property of the Improved Model that is worth further studies. We could also notice that against intuitive forecast, secondary growth demand increase (\( dc \)) have a negative influence on the trunks base diameter and increase of trunk dominance (i.e. \( DA \) decrease) have a small but negative effect on tree height.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Emerging properties of plants functioning

Using the same general scheme (i.e. an iterative development loop split into 6 substeps) and based on biological assumptions, we proposed two different modelling choices that both show emergent ontogenetic trends. Depending on the modelling choices, DRAFt successes in expressing base effect and drift at tree level (Simpler Model) and also at axes scale (Improved Model). In fact, Improved Model simulation is able to show asynchronous lateral axes drift compared to trunk combined with axes gradient within the crown, which fits with observed data on real trees [21]. It allows to expect that a part of morphogenetical gradients directly emerge from few core physiological processes (carbon assimilation and partitioning between primary and secondary growth and unbalanced partitioning between SAMs), which is not a so obvious consideration and gives way to further studies about their influence on plant architecture diversity.

These results were obtained with a model based on only 6 input parameter values, which is a rather parsimonious parametrization among other Functional-Structural Plant Models [i.e. FSPM, 23] and offers perspectives for numerical formal analysis (e.g. asymptotic behavior and mathematical explanations of model outputs) and further modelling works.

B. Limits due to DRAFt modelling choices

Each of the 6 parameters are assumed to remain constant throughout time and across plant, despite biological knowledge about ontogenetic shift of shoot form [13], photosynthetic capacity [24], or apical dominance [25] for instance.

All lateral axes borne by the same Gu remain equal during the simulation, despite biological knowledge about vigor gradients [26] or asymmetric allocation depending of axis local environment [20].

For a simplification purpose, we chose to express the tree carbon assimilation as a function of cumulated new Gu lengths at each iteration step, which avoids complex light interception computing, but may be an oversimplification according to biological knowledge [27].

A critical modelling point was to decide how to split carbon between primary and secondary growth compartments. This difficulty relies on the lack of data about this topic to our knowledge.

C. Toward DRAFt calibration according to real datasets

Some measurements made on tree structures (e.g. Gu length and number of branches) can be carried out a posteriori [i.e. retrospective analysis of growth, 21]. Thus retrospective measurements of morphological traits combined with a relevant modelling may allow to infer the past functioning of the tree [28]. To do so, it is necessary to be able to estimate the parameters values that will optimize the simulated tree compared to the measurements (i.e. calibration).

In DRAFt, some of the parameters values may be directly linked to output variables that will be compared to measurements. It means that some parameters can be directly estimated from accurate measurements. For instance \( DA \) can be directly inferred from mean value of Gu lengths ratio according to equation (13).

\[
DA = \frac{qb_i}{qb_i'} = \frac{4*cf^2}{\pi*LngGu_i^3} \frac{\pi*LngGu_i^3}{4*cf^2} = \frac{LngGu_i^3}{LngGu_i'}
\]

(13)

cf. Fig. 1 for \( i \) and \( i' \) definition.

\( Q_0 \) can be written as a function of \( cf \) and first trunk Gu length (\( LngGu \)):

\[
Q_0 = \frac{1}{cf^2} \frac{\pi*LngGu_i^3}{4}
\]

(14)

\( Vb \) (threshold for new lateral SAM birth) can be written as a function of \( cf \) and Gu lengths (\( LngGu \)) and corresponding number of borne lateral axes (LatAxe) that can be easily estimated from mean measurements.
As a result, only $\text{cf}$, $a$ and $d_c$ has to be estimated by heuristic approach based on simulations. The measurement protocol should be defined in order to obtain a non ambiguous estimation of these three parameters: only one set of parameters should provide an optimal simulation according to measurements.

D. DRAFT formalism refinements

We assume that we have defined a core model that expresses relevant biological properties about tree structure and ontogeny (i.e. plant architecture). Based on that core and without changing it, other biological processes may be modelled.

For instance: reproduction, axes specialization (long vs. short shoot) or axes death may be driven according to threshold functions on some local or global state variables [29,30]. In order to control tree death, a life cost function may be added [31]. The lack of lateral axes vigor gradient may be solved by introducing refinements in SAM base demand computing according to SAM position along the bearer Gu [26].

It is important to notice that we have been focusing on aerial part modelling avoiding any root consideration. A global black-box root compartment or a detailed approach similar to aerial part may be included. This would allow to refine biomass production modelling according both to carbon and nitrogen assimilation [31].

E. Feedbacks between structure and function in DRAFT

Most of existing FSPMs couple a morphogenesis sub-model with a function sub-model: functioning occurs on a given structure and morphogenesis takes functioning as an input[e.g. 32,33], the two processes occur in sequence and interact one after each other. DRAFT modelling and formalism deeply interlaces both aspects in such a way that it is impossible to split them into two isolated sub-models. An emerging question would be to identify each aspect for every DRAFT equations and parameters. For instance we already suspect that shoot allometry assumptions (cf) hide a strong link between structure (i.e. the dimensions of the shoots) and functioning (i.e. carbon assimilation).

As a summary, DRAFT offers a unique minimal formalism that deeply integrates tree structure and function. It shows emergent morphogenetical trends without any empirical constraint.
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